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Nodan
Karate
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What is Nodan Karate?
Nodan Karate is not a “style” of martial art, but rather an
experimentally proven method for forging “one strike” power
that can be applied to any striking art. This method develops
“one strike” power techniques suitable for practical street
defense, by applying five traditional striking precepts (The
Five Principles) to flexible post makiwara training.
Flexible Post Makiwara

A flexible post uses “graduated resistance,” in
which the resistance increases over distance.
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5 Board Break from a one-leg Crane Stance

A martial art can be practiced on two different levels. The
first is “physical,” where only one’s natural abilities are used.
For example, the breaking demonstrations featured in my
YouTube videos were all performed at this physical level.
The second level is “spiritual,” in which “enlightened”
masters display superhuman strength and psychic power. I
engaged in occult practices in the quest to become one such
“enlightened” master. The “Nodan” character is a disguise
intended to protect the identities of certain people who would
not want their names associated with my occult past.
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“One strike” power is applied to self-defense
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Board Breaking Experiments
In 2004-2005, I filmed a series of breaking experiments to
scientifically measure horizontal striking power. Suspended,
un-spaced board breaking was used, because it approximates
the “give” of a live adversary. The difficulty in this kind of
breaking is that the entire board stack must be penetrated
before the suspended 75 lb. bag begins to move.
1x12x10 inch wide boards were used in all the breaking
experiments. The boards were cut from 1x12 inch wide white
pine donor boards (actual mill size ¾ x 11¼ inches). Testing
revealed that each 1x12x10 inch wide board could support
between 130-135 lbs. of weight, which was determined by
gently lowering a loaded barbell across the centerline of the
wood running parallel with the grain. The full weight of the
barbell was left on each test board for one full second before
being lifted off. Depending on moisture content, soft pine
can vary widely in strength, so a sample 1x12x10 inch wide
piece from each donor board should be tested just before
breaking to insure consistency.
Each individual board stack was assembled from the same
donor board with the grain patterns facing in the same
direction. This enables boards to break along a fairly straight
line, which is a factor when rigid supports are not used.
When a board stack is un-spaced, the resistance increases
proportionally with each additional board. Thus, a 5 board
stack can support a minimum of 5x130 = 650 lbs. (295 kg).
Board strength can be adjusted by changing the width, so that
five 8 inch wide boards at 130 lb. test strength are equal to
five 10 inch wide boards with the same test strength. Finally,
adding one board to a stack greatly increases the force
required for a successful break (e.g. adding one board to a
three board stack will require 33% more force to break).
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Each test board supported 130-135 lbs. Breaking is meaningless
without a standardized method for measuring board strength.

Board strength can be adjusted by changing the width.

The relationship between flexible makiwara training and
“one strike” power is illustrated in the following breaking
experiments seen in the YouTube videos, “Nodan Karate”
and “Nodan Five Principles.” These were filmed while I was
in my late fifties and twenty years past my prime, in order to
show the advantage of using sound techniques (The Five
Principles) over sheer physical ability. To further emphasize
this point, I have used my “weak side” left hand.
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I trained on this flexible makiwara for 12 years
before filming my board breaking experiments.

5 Board Break with Reverse Thrust Punch
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For advice on building a flexible makiwara from materials found at
most home improvement centers, see the video “Nodan Makiwara.”

5 Board Break with Reverse Elbow Strike

Un-spaced 5 board stacks are 3¾ inches thick.
This was my strongest middle level technique.
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4 Board Break with Bent Wrist Strike

This cross chest bent wrist break from a side straddle
stance was my most difficult breaking experiment.
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Training Both Sides
Training both sides is important, because an injury can
occur to either side before or during a street confrontation.
Street assaults are fluid and unpredictable, and having the
option of using either hand is a major strategic advantage.
Left and Right hand 4 board palm breaks
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Left Hand 7 Board Bottom Fist Break

Right Hand 7 Board Bottom Fist Break

In spite of practicing more with my “weak side” left hand,
my “strong side” right broke 7 boards with greater ease.
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5 Board Break with Palm Strike

This was my strongest upper level strike.
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Palm strike street defense application

Grab and choke holds from the front can be defended
using a circular palm strike to the temple or rib cage.

An ability to use “one strike” power from a neutral stance
is a significant advantage in close quarter street defense.
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The Five
Principles
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1) Proper Bone Alignment
Stances are centered in the hara, a
point two inches below the navel

2) The 1-2 Timing
The hips are fully rotated before
the striking arm or leg is extended

3) The Extension of Ki
Mentally follow through with every
technique, “all the way to infinity”

4) Correct Breathing
Inhaling through the nose and exhaling
through the mouth using the diaphragm

5) Soft and Hard
The correct sequence of relaxation and
contraction of all major muscle groups
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1st Principle: Proper Bone Alignment
Proper bone alignment is foundational to all martial arts.
Whether training stances are high or low, their center of
gravity must be located or “centered” in the hara, a point
approximately two inches below the navel.
The ability to “move in center” is vital for the transfer of
maximum power through the hips. The 1st Principle can be
learned by maintaining the hips in a pelvic tilt position and
locating the mind in the hara. This is “thinking from the
center.” In the following demonstration, Nodan is assisted by
three former students, who will attempt to push Yakov, “the
hammer,” out of a one-leg Crane Stance.
Centered Stance Demonstration
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Yakov holds “center” as the men try to move him. His
bone alignments redirect their energy into the floor.
.

By “moving in center,” Yakov pushes them backwards.
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“Moving in center” with a lunging step

Nodan “moves in center” as he executes a sweeping block.
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Nodan must hold “center” to transfer power into the boards.
Proper bone alignments of his rear leg, spine, and arm form a
straight line through his “center,” two inches below his navel.
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“Moving in center” using a cross-step

As Nodan begins to move, he blocks the weapon hand.
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He holds an upright position as he cross-steps in
“center.” His blocking hand prepares to strike.

He executes a knife hand strike to the attacker’s throat.
Start to finish, this maneuver took less than 1 second.
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“Moving in center” using a pivot step

Nodan raises his hands and distracts gunman
by saying, “Okay, take anything you wa…”

Before finishing his sentence, Nodan abruptly lifts
his arm and pivots his body out of the line of fire.
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He continues to turn into a “centered” Straddle
Stance and traps the attacker’s weapon arm.

Nodan strikes to his assailant’s temple. The element
of surprise makes this defensive maneuver effective.
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2nd Principle: The 1-2 Timing
The hips turn before the upper body is rotated towards the
target. Next, the upper body is rotated before the arm is
extended. The upper body and striking arm move naturally
with the rotations and maintain a soft/hard state of tension
until impact with the target. The 1-2 Timing principle
transfers bodyweight and accelerates the striking hand.

Step 1- Nodan’s hips rotate, while his upper body
and arms are relaxed and move naturally.
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Step 2- His upper body is rotated 45 degrees toward
the target and the striking arm is extended.

In the 1-2 Timing, the hip rotation (step 1) and the upper
body rotation (step 2) are separate actions. In addition, the
upper body rotation and the extension of the punching arm
also move in a 1-2 timing sequence. This must be studied
well, because many techniques use 1-2 timing within 1-2
timing. These actions serve to “spiral” the energy generated
by the legs, hips, and body core muscles up the spine and out
the striking arm. This leveraging sequence has been described
as the “double whip” or “returning wave” technique.
Note the bone alignments in Nodan’s finishing position in
the photo above. As he breaks through the board stack, his
hips are in a pelvic tilt position and his rear leg and spine
form a straight line. His shoulders are down and back as the
upper body rotates to a 45 degrees angle. Since full speed
strikes “appear” as one continuous motion, karateka should
mentally separate the two steps within each movement, until
the 1-2 Timing becomes a natural part of every technique.
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1-2 Timing in lunging Elbow Strike

Nodan steps into a diagonal Straddle Stance (left).
Step 1- He rotates his hips toward target (right).

Step 2- He rotates his upper body and extends elbow strike.
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The 1-2 Timing must be studied well, because all striking,
kicking, and blocking techniques rely on this principle to
generate maximum speed and power. To learn this precept,
the mind must be located in the hara or “center,” two inches
below the navel. If the mind is allowed to “locate” in the
striking hand, the arm will “lead” rather than “follow” the hip
and upper body rotations. This will result in a “push” rather
than a properly leveraged “thrust.”
It is noteworthy that 1-2 timing is used by athletes to strike
a golf ball, stroke a tennis ball, and hit a baseball. Throwing a
baseball is similar to “throwing” a downward bottom fist
strike (p. 13), because the hips always precede the extension
of the arm.
Throwing a baseball uses 1-2 Timing

Nodan’s hips rotate (center) before throwing arm is extended.
The follow through (right) is 3rd Principle (Extension of Ki).
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Visual evidence of a properly leveraged thrust punch

Yakov executes a downward block with reverse thrust punch.

The bag caroms off Yakov’s fist like a pinball, as he
applies the 1-2 Timing. This visually distinguishes a
strong “thrust” punch from a weaker push punch.
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Visual evidence of the application of 1-2 Timing

Nodan strikes 4 boards with his “strong side” right
hand without using the 1-2 Timing. His punch lacks
enough speed to overtake the movement of the bag.

Nodan applies the 1-2 Timing using his “weak side”
left hand and easily breaks the same 4 board stack.
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1-2 Timing in Naihanchi (Tekki) Shodan

Nodan’s hips rotate (left) before his elbow strike is extended.
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Nodan’s hips are rotated before his arms are extended. He applies
The Five Principles to Shorin-ryu’s Naihanchi Shodan, Uechi-ryu’s
Seisan, and the Chinese form Onsum in the video, “Nodan Katas.”
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1-2 Timing in back Elbow Strike

Nodan is grabbed in a one arm choke hold. He drops into
a “centered” stance and prepares to throw elbow strike.

The 1-2 Timing is applied in the reverse direction.
His hips rotate backwards and the elbow follows.
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3rd Principle: Extension of Ki
For the Asian martial arts, ki (chi) is the vital activating
life force inherent in all living things. Therefore, “to extend
ki” implies the ability to project this life energy. It may be
easier for Western minds to understand this principle as
“follow through,” where physical force is mentally projected
through every technique, “all the way to infinity.” This is
analogous to the “follow through” taught in sports that hit a
ball, such as golf, tennis, and baseball.
Follow through is essential for breaking multiple unspaced board stacks, because the kinetic energy of a strike
dissipates as it meets the resistance of each successive board.
The follow through principle helps maintain hand speed.

I attempted a 7 board break using my “strong side” right hand, but
could not generate enough speed to penetrate the stack. Even so, my
follow through projected the energy of the reverse thrust punch
through the 7 board stack and board holder, and into the 75 lb. bag.
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Follow Through with the Push Break
This is a fairly safe, but challenging test of the 1-2 Timing
hip rotation and Follow Through. The challenge is to thrust
abruptly against a 1x12x10 inch wide pine board with enough
speed and body weight transfer to penetrate the board before
the suspended bag begins to move. This is a “zero inch”
break, because the thrusting hand remains in contact with the
board from the beginning to the end of the technique.

To successfully perform this break, Nodan must first rotate
his hips sharply toward the target. Next, he rotates his upper
body and thrusting arm through the board. As he executes the
break, he focuses hard and exhales with a forceful kiai yell.
Throughout the movement, he mentally extends ki, as if
projecting his energy, “all the way to infinity.”
Before executing the break (left photo), Nodan’s stance is
relaxed, his rear leg and spine are straight, his head is held
erect as if suspended on a string, and his elbow is turned
under to reduce power loss through the elbow joint.
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3 Board Break from cross-chest position

This bent wrist break from the weak cross-chest
position requires concentrated follow through.

Nodan extends his ki beyond the board stack.
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4th Principle: Correct Breathing
Breathing must be controlled with the diaphragm- inhaling
through the nose and exhaling through the mouth. Shuri-te
styles, like Shorin-ryu and Shotokan, use a natural breathing
pattern, whereas Naha-te styles, like Goju-ryu and Uechi-ryu,
practice Sanchin, a kata that utilizes forced breathing and
dynamic tension to strengthen and harden the body. I have
trained in each of these styles and can attest to the fact that
they all teach, inhale through the nose and exhale through
the mouth using the diaphragm.
When executed vocally, the kiai is a primal roar that
emanates from the depths of the hara or “center.” When
Nodan executes kiai without a vocal yell, he exhales a loud
and forceful rush of air on every focused technique (see the
YouTube video, “Nodan Dagger Form”).

Correct Breathing utilizes the diaphragm (left), not the intercostal
muscles in the upper chest (right). Boxers, wind instrument players,
and opera singers are also trained to breathe using their diaphragms.
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5th Principle: Soft and Hard
Soft and Hard refers to the sequential contraction and
relaxation of the major skeletal muscles in the body. For
example, in the reverse thrust punch, the legs, abdominals,
and hips are contracted first, while the muscles in the upper
body remain relaxed. Next, the upper body and arms are
sequentially contracted and the entire body focuses hard upon
impact. After each strike the body again becomes soft,
waiting for the next technique. The mastery of Soft and Hard
requires thousands of repetitions of each technique until the
transitions between movements flow without tension.
In the example below, Nodan is accosted by two attackers.
In defending against multiple opponents, surprise, speed, and
“one strike” power are important factors in mounting an
effective counter attack. The application of Soft and Hard is
critical for maintaining proper form to maximize speed and
bodyweight transfer.
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Nodan rotates his hips to strike one of his assailants.

A relaxed (soft) transition following the first break will
maximize speed and bodyweight transfer into the next.
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Nodan rotates his hips and strikes the second assailant.

In less than one second, Nodan breaks both board stacks.
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Soft and Hard speed break

Nodan assumes a relaxed (soft) position before striking.

His first strike is a snapping back fist to the face.
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His second strike is a reverse punch to the solar plexus.

The elapsed time between the two breaks is about .2/sec. The
application of Soft and Hard enhances speed and quickness.
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Kicking Techniques
Kicking techniques also apply The Five Principles. For
street defense, the middle and lower level applications of the
front, side, and back kick are the most practical. Lower level
kicks are easier and safer to perform and are more effective,
especially against un-trained street criminals.
Front Thrust Kick
In the front thrust kick, the hips are rotated 45 degrees as
the knee is raised. This opening of the hips releases the
hamstring muscles, which allows for greater speed and
flexibility of movement. The knee should be raised higher
than the intended target, because a slightly “down and in”
trajectory gives the front thrust kick greater power.

Opening the hips releases the hamstring muscle, allowing greater
speed and flexibility. As the knee is raised, the base foot rotates.
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5 Board Break with Reverse Front Kick

Nodan raises his knee to execute reverse front kick.

This was my most powerful lower level technique.
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Lead foot front kick defense

Kicking with the lead foot generates less forward
momentum than kicking with the back leg, which
makes this technique quicker, but less powerful.

As the attacker “hitches” his swing, Nodan prepares
to simultaneously block and front kick to the groin.
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Nodan blocks attacker’s weapon hand as he kicks to
the groin. His right hand is in ready thrust position.

Only by holding “center,” can he break a 3 board stack.
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Low Back Kick Defense

Nodan feigns surrender before preemptively launching
a counter attack against the knife weilding assailant.

As he turns, his hand feigns a strike toward the
attacker’s face and then transitions to a block.
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Nodan’s hips are cocked and ready to thrust
a back kick “through” the attacker’s knee.

Nodan demonstrates proper bone alignments in the low
back kick. From head to heel, his upper body, arms, and
kicking leg form a straight line through his “center.”
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Blocking Techniques
Blocking techniques also utilize The Five Principles. The
formal downward, middle, and rising blocks are examples of
“one strike” power techniques that hit with the entire body,
and not only with the arm and shoulder.
These blocks apply the “unbendable arm,” in which the
blocking arm is extended in a soft/hard state of tension using
the triceps muscles of the upper arm and the latissimus dorsi
muscles that run along the upper sides of the back. The
“unbendable arm” causes the blocking arm to become like a
“slightly bent steel rod wrapped in cotton cloth.”
Formal karate blocks use a full range of motion to develop
proper form. With practice, however, practitioners can learn
to project their strength into the shorter and quicker street
adaptations of these formal blocking techniques.
5 Board Break with formal downward block

This break is made possible using the “unbendable arm” (right).
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Abbreviated downward block application

Nodan projects his block downward to intercept the kick.
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Formal Rising Block

The blocking arm moves to the front and the
hips are rotated (step 1 of the 1-2 Timing).

He lifts his blocking arm using the shoulder and
lattisimus dorsi muscles on the upper sides of his
back (step 2 of the 1-2 Timing). The rising block
will assume a 45 degrees angle upon completion.
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Rising Block street application

Nodan steps in to jam overhead knife attack. His
simultaneous upward block and palm strike to the
jaw gives adversary no chance to counter attack.

Nodan’s block is projected slightly outward to intercept the arc of
the assailant’s arm, while simultaneously executing a palm strike.
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Formal Middle Block

Step 1- As his hips rotate, his arm moves naturally.

Step 2- Nodan’s hips are fully rotated (left photo) before
his arm executes the block (right photo). His arm
maintains an “unbendable” position as he blocks.
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Middle Block street application

He defends against thrusting knife attack by using an angle step
with an abbreviated middle block and hook punch to the head.
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A Brief
History
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The 1960s
I started weightlifting midway through the 9th grade and
this became my obsession, until I began studying karate
during my freshaman year at college. I was a good athlete,
with quick hands and feet, but the strength I gained from
lifting heavy weights gave me an added advantage in karate.
Although I never used supplements or steroids to build
large muscles, seven years of heavy lifting strengthened my
tendons, ligaments, and body core. I was always lean and
wiry, but much stronger than I looked. For instance, in
college, I could deadlift 3x my bodyweight.
I was able to apply this strength to karate by practicing
many thousands of repetitions of each technique. Years later,
this lifting background was a decided factor in my ability to
execute four and five board suspended breaks, especially
when using my “weak side” left hand. In a striking art like
karate, a case can be made that karateka are only as strong as
their “weak side” techniques.

Photograph taken during my junior year
of high school, while lifting in my room.
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Uechi-ryu Karate
I began studying karate after leaving North Carolina to
attend college in Massachusetts. My first style was Okinawan
Uechi-ryu, an in-fighting system that emphasizes Sanchin, a
kata that uses a narrow hourglass stance and a hard, focused
breathing technique. The style trains the body to withstand an
opponent’s attacks and makes extensive use of circular blocks
and snapping kicks and punches. It specializes in attacking
the opponent’s pressure points with the finger tips, thumbs,
and single knuckle strikes. Although I studied other martial
arts, I continued to practice the Sanchin and Seisan katas.
Kanei Uechi (1911-1991)

Kanei spread Uechi-ryu worldwide.
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My First Karate Teacher
My first teacher was George E. Mattson, who introduced
Uechi-ryu to New England in 1958. The Mattson Academy
was located in Boston and I had to commute an hour and a
half each way to attend classes. From the beginning, I was
hooked on the mystical aura surrounding the exotic art.
Unfortunately, time restraints soon forced me to transfer to a
Mattson affiliated school closer to my college.
George Mattson is recognized as a 10th degree Grand
Master in American Uechi-ryu and is credited with publishing
the first English language text on the art, in 1958.

George Mattson’s groundbreaking book
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Combat Jujitsu
My motivation for taking up Uechi-ryu karate was to learn
how to use the art in real street situations. But, the traditional
training at the dojo was limited to the basics and Sanchin
kata, so I was fortunate to meet a college classmate, Tex
Barnes, who was proficient in a combat style of jujitsu.
Tex brought a metal training knife to our first practice
session together and succeeded in “killing” me a number of
times. Afterwards, I had large red welts all over my body.
My formal blocks were too slow, I seemed to always be out
of position, and I lacked a strategy for defending against a
skilled knife fighter. This was a wakeup call showing me that
real self-defense was quite different from my dojo training.
Tex and I practiced defending against the kinds of grabs
and holds street criminals were likely to use and against
moving knife and club attacks. Tex also taught me wrist locks
and joint holds that were useful in close quarter situations
involving guns and knives. This training became the
cornerstone of my street defense because, what we practice is
what we will do when faced with a real attack.

Nodan applies a joint hold and follows up with a snapping side head
strike. This was the kind of practical maneuver that Tex taught me.
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The 1970s
After graduating from college, I moved out of state to
pursue further studies in psychology. There were no Uechiryu dojos in the area, so I enrolled in a local school that taught
a hybrid style of Ezio Shimabuku’s Okinawan Shorin-ryu and
Gichen Funakoshi’s Japanese Shotokan, with some Chinese
kempo thrown in for good measure. The school’s philosophy
was notably utilitarian: “If it works, use it.”
The kata system differed significantly from the Uechi-ryu
I had studied, by utilizing a natural breathing pattern, deeper
training stances, and large linear impact movements. In
addition, the school emphasized freestyle tournament point
sparring and offered private self-defense courses, many of
which I taught due to my prior training in jujitsu.
Funakoshi (1968-1957)

Shimabuku (1925-2017)

Gichen Funakoshi’s Shotokan and Ezio Shimabuku’s
Shorin-ryu evolved from Okinawan Shuri-te karate.
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After receiving an instructor certification in karate and
completing my psychology program, I moved again and
began teaching self-defense classes at several local colleges
and community centers.
In the late 1970s, a kung fu expert taught me a lengthy
form from Choy Li Fut, in which chi (ki) is generated by
twisting the upper body using large circular arm movements.
Around this same time, I learned the first eight katas of
Gogen “the cat” Yamaguchi’s Goju-ryu style. Like Uechiryu, Goju practices Sanchin and uses many open hand and
snapping techniques. Yamaguchi’s unique karate style also
incorporated elements of Zen Buddhism, Shinto, and yoga.
Gogan Yamaguchi (1901-1969)

This iconic karate master appeared
on numerous magazine covers during
his celebrated martial arts career.
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My senior student, Big Ed (right), assisted me in teaching
a college self-defense course in 1975. Ed was one of seven
adults I promoted to black belt by the end of the 1970s.

My first black belt, JD, started his own school.
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The 1980s
I met Master Quan Li at the end of 1980 and became his
student and training partner for five years. His techniques
were very refined and he was an outstanding teacher. His
speed, power, and precision made him the best traditional
karateka I had ever seen. Quan called his style Shotokan,
because it was based on the Shuri-te karate jutsu that Master
Funakoshi introduced to Japan in the early 1920s, which used
taller stances than those practiced in today’s JKA Shotokan.
Li’s version of the art emphasized “centered” stances,
strong hip rotations, the extension of ki, and the application of
45 degree bone alignments to maximize leverage.

Li’s Forward Stance is upright as his arms, front leg, and back
foot form 45 degrees angles (see the video, “Nodan Teacher”).
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Li’s precision technique is displayed in a sequence
of movements taken from the Heian Yodan kata.

Besides Shotokan, Quan trained in judo, kempo, aikido,
kobudo, taekwondo, and Oyama’s Kyokushin karate.
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Sensei, the “enlightened” master
In time, I met Li’s former karate teacher, Thomas Fox
(a.k.a. Sensei), who had stopped teaching his karate, in favor
of aikido and kobudo. Sensei’s presence was different from
that of other men, and when he performed his martial arts a
powerful energy flowed through him. Indeed, Sensei
possessed a “power” that seemed to transcend this physical
realm. Now, I knew what kind of “enlightened” master I
wanted to become.
Sensei showed me that a martial art can be practiced on
two distinctly different levels. The first level is “physical,”
where only one’s natural ability is used (the board breaking
demonstrations in my YouTube videos were all performed at
this physical level). The second level is “spiritual,” in which
enlightened adepts like Sensei exhibit extraordinary psychic
power and superhuman strength.
I asked Sensei if he would consider giving Quan and me
private lessons in his karate, but he was skeptical as to where
that might lead. Then he declared, “You’d have to be a saint
to find the Way through karate today.”
Sensei’s misgivings, however, did not discourage us from
going back to see him and, after his last class, he invited us
onto the mat. As we kneeled before him, he looked straight at
me and said, “Jay, everything you know is wrong.” Although
Thomas Fox had barely finished high school and I was a
psychologist with several university degrees, I knew he was
referring to much more than my knowledge of karate.
Sensei immediately set about proving his point. First, he
moved behind me and instructed me to not look back until I
could sense that his extended fist was close to the back of my
head. I waited until I could feel him almost touching me. But,
when I turned around, he was standing ten feet away!
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I tried again. This time I was certain that he was some
distance away, because I did not “feel” that anything was
close to me. But, when I turned to look, the side of my face
lightly grazed his extended fist! Somehow, Sensei was able
to extend and withdraw his ki (vital energy) at will.
Next, he stood in front of me in a relaxed front stance with
his arms hanging loosely at his sides. He said, “Attack me.”
I remember pausing to wonder if he was serious, but he just
stood there with a strange stare emanating from his eyes. I
shifted into a fighting stance and looked for an opening.
There was none. It was as if he was empty and had every
possible attack covered. Later I learned that Sensei used the
“twofold gaze” of perception and sight to thwart any attack I
may have been considering (the “gaze” is described in detail
by Miyamoto Musashi in “The Appendix”).
Finally, Sensei had me step through the most elementary
Shotokan kata, Taikyoku Shodan. Afterwards, he made this
cryptic observation, “It’s not that it’s wrong… it’s just not
right.” I did not understand what he meant until I had my own
“enlightenment” experience four years later.
After this experience, I was more motivated than ever to
keep training in karate. I intensified my home workouts and
Quan and I continued to meet with Sensei every few months
to have him critique our progress in karate.
After a year, I made a momentous decision. To better
access Sensei’s spiritual wisdom, I joined his aikido dojo and
began attending his classes. Quan and I continued to train
together in karate, but studying with Sensei added a new
perspective to my understanding of the martial arts. Along the
way, I practiced many hours of Zen meditation and engaged
in occult practices that included consultations with a spirit
medium and participation in an amazing Ouija Board séance
that yielded a number of Zen-like answers.
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“This is my religion.”
Training with Sensei added a whole new perspective to my
understanding of traditional Japanese arts. Along with Eastern
disciplines like yoga and Zen, budo (the martial way) is a path
whose ultimate goal is Enlightenment. This process requires
the annihilation of the ego or self-identity. When this level of
consciousness is attained, the illusions of the physical world
disappear and the emerging divine soul is no longer subject to
the cycles of birth and rebirth. The ego is absorbed like a drop
of water in a vast ocean, becoming “one with the universe.”
For Sensei, the practice of martial arts like aikido and
karate (in the form of kata repetitions) functioned as “moving
Zen” that burned away the ego to reach the “Ultimate Truth”
(Enlightenment). Referring to his martial arts, Sensei once
remarked to Quan Li, “This is my religion.”
Many Westerner practitioners are unaware of the occult
underpinnings of the traditional arts. The dojo (way room) is
where the departed spirits of the masters meet with the true
followers of the Way. Portraits of these men grace the kamiza
(the high place of honor) and, before and after each class, the
students are led in a ceremonial kneeling bow before it. This
ritual includes sitting meditation (Zazen), which serves to
open the mind to make it more receptive to the spirits.
In the 1976 documentary film, “Way of The Sword,”
Goju-ryu karate master Gogen “the cat” Yamaguchi kneels
before his crystal ball and conjures up the martial spirits. The
film’s commentator translates the master’s words:
“In my crystal ball, I conjure up spirits of past and future. I
talk to the samurai warriors of old and to the fighters who are
yet to come, and the secrets they tell me I pass on through my
karate school.”1
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Kongorikishi (Guardians of the Buddha)

These wrath-filled guardians of the Buddha are the most powerful
demon gods of the Mahayana Buddhist pantheon. Statues of these two
protectors secure the entrance to Yamaguchi’s dojo in Tokyo, Japan.

During his classes, Sensei claimed to receive revelations
about the techniques, which he believed were gifts from the
“Martial Spirit.” I asked him how he had acquired his
extraordinary psychic power and martial arts ability, and he
told me about the life-changing visitation he received from
the Martial Spirit sometime in the late 1960s.
Sensei’s big breakthrough came as he was training alone in
his dojo practicing the Heian Godan kata. As he turned and
started down the chute with the double arm augmented block,
a tremendous energy suddenly entered his body and he heard
an audible voice ask him, “Do you want it to stop?” When
Thomas Fox chose the Martial Spirit, he became “Sensei,” the
most powerful martial artist I have ever seen.
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Sensei’s Aikido
Sensei taught a style of Morihei Ueshiba’s aikido that was
based on the founder’s principles and his own martial arts
experience, which included judo, jujitsu, kendo, and karate.
Sensei’s profound spiritual encounter with the Martial Spirit
was similar to Ueshiba’s mystical union with the Shinto
goddess Izunome, the Angel of Purification,2 in which
Morihei described his experience as a “rebirth,” where he was
bathed in a golden light from heaven.3 It is noteworthy that
after their enlightenment experiences, both men believed they
had become invincible.
The late aikido researcher and archivist, Stanley Pranin,
penned an article, “Channeling the Power of the Gods,” in
which he noted that Ueshiba’s early students often talked
about his superhuman strength, and that the founder spoke of
“channeling the powers of the kami or dieties.”4
Morihei Ueshiba (1883-1969)

The founder believed enlightenment
should be the goal of the aikidoka.5
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Besides aikido, Sensei taught the sword and jo (50 inch staff).
My brother (right) has practiced aikido more than 25 years.

Aikido is a throwing art intended to
inflict as little damage as possible.
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Sensei’s Strength
I continued to train with Quan Li in karate during my
years of study with Sensei, because my ultimate goal was to
become a great karate master with superhuman strength.
Years earlier, Sensei had confided to Quan, “If I hit you,
you should be dead before you hit the floor,” and, “Once you
have the Martial Spirit, no one will ever fight you.” Aware of
these impressive claims, I dared ask Sensei how he would
compare his strength to that of the legendary “Mas” Oyama,
considered by many to be the most powerful karateka of his
generation. Oyama was renowned for his spectacular breaking
demonstrations, amazing prowess in kumite, and for fighting
bulls with his bare hands.
Sensei paused for a moment and then answered matter-offactly, “We’re about the same strength.”
“Mas” Oyama (1923-1994)

Sensei compared his strength to that
of this legendary Kyokushin master.
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Saigo Takamori (1828-1877)
Sensei believed he was the reincarnation of the famous
swordsman, Saigo Takamori, who is considered to be Japan’s
last true samurai. Sensei confessed to us that he had been
allowed to remember who he was in his previous life, and that
this had caused him much sorrow.

Sensei bore an uncanny resemblance to Takamori,
whose bronze statue stands in Tokyo’s Ueno Park.
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Zen Master and Provocateur
I perceived Sensei as a self-styled Zen master, who liked
to make provocative statements concerning a wide range of
subjects. One of his more puzzling recurring comments, for
example, reflected his personal experience as an enlightened
master. Sensei would tell us, “The highest level of the martial
arts is controlled insanity.”
Jesus Christ and Christianity were often the targets of his
sarcastic wit. When Pope John Paul II was nearly killed by
an assassin’s bullet in 1981, Sensei exclaimed, “He ought to
be shot!” Another time, referring to the biblical account of
how Jesus fed thousands of people with only two fish and five
loaves of bread, Sensei quipped, “That boy should have been
a baker.” His disdain for the Judeo-Christian tradition was
frequently on display and he made bold statements such as,
“The bible is all lies,” and, “There’s no such thing as the
devil. You create your own demons.”
But, the most shocking thing we ever heard concerned his
comparison of the power of Jesus Christ to the highest power
of the martial arts. On several occasions he told us, “Boys, if
you think the power of the martial arts is something, grab
ahold of Jesus Christ. There’s a power that’ll knock you right
on your ass!” How startling it was to hear these words from
Sensei, who spoke them with the authority of one who had
firsthand knowledge of the fact. Considering all the negative
things he said about Jesus, this made no sense to us at all.
Years later, I went back and asked him why he told us
such a fantastic thing about Jesus. He appeared embarrassed
and claimed to have no memory of ever having said such a
thing. After a moment of reflection, however, he confessed
that other people had told him that he often made provocative
statements that he had no memory of ever saying.
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A Man without Hope
I once gave Sensei a small token of appreciation that
provoked a shocking response. The gift was a small brass
plaque shaped in the form of the kanji symbol for “hope.” I
recall how he slowly reached out and took the plaque with
both hands and mournfully lamented, “I have no hope.” At
the time, I could not fathom this melancholy response.
Besides his extraordinary ability as a martial artist, Sensei had
a successful dojo and a loyal student following that revered
him as a great master. Sadly, Thomas Fox’s life would end,
by his own admission, without hope.
Sensei’s Prophecy
The last time I trained with Sensei, he took me aside after
class and began to expound about the total commitment it
would take for me to find the “Truth,” which for Sensei was
tantamount to “enlightenment.” He told me that, in order to
access his kind of “power,” I had to want it more than
anything in the world and expect to receive it.
Next, he made several startling statements. He said, “You
can get power from the dark side or the light,” and, “My
power comes from God.” His demeanor suddenly changed
and he pointed directly at me and declared, “Jay, you’re going
to get this, and when you do you’re going to come back at
me, ‘you goddamned son of a bitch!’”
I was flabbergasted by Sensei’s prophetic words until two
weeks later, when I finally “got it” and received an energy
infusion from an occult spirit of enormous ferocity and
power. I knew straight away that this energy came from the
“dark side” and I suddenly found myself in the outer darkness
of the void. There, to my shock and dismay, I existed as a
disembodied consciousness and could see how I was pursuing
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superhuman strength out of pride, which is an illegitimate
motivation for seeking higher consciousness. Unfortunately,
this realization came too late, because the alien energy could
not be expelled by force of will.
I was only delivered when I sacrificed my ego identity as a
martial artist and chose to follow Jesus. When I said “yes” to
him, I could feel the evil presence leave my body. After that
a wonderful spirit of love poured in from above that filled me
with sublime peace that cannot be described in words. Now, I
knew Jesus was a real, life-changing Spirit and friend, who
loved me enough to deliver me out of spiritual darkness.
During this episode, I also learned that our consciousness can
continue after physical death.
For me, choosing Jesus meant following his ethical
teachings. For instance, Jesus taught his followers to love
their enemies and to be forgiving and merciful, to be
peacemakers and not pass judgment on others; to keep a
humble spirit and be generous towards the poor. Although I
have often fallen short of these lofty ideals, I keep striving to
follow them because, in the end, all the power, wealth, and
fame this world can offer will be meaningless- a chasing after
the wind.
After my encounter with Jesus, I did not train in karate for
seven years, until two young men, Yohan and Yakov,
approached me and requested self-defense lessons.
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The 1990s
In the early 1990s, I began teaching Yohan and Yakov
street defense with the condition that they would not be
receiving any formal rank. Yet, after training for five years,
they had become so proficient in applying The Five Principles
to their self-defense techniques, that I arranged for them to be
tested by an independent panel of judges for black belt in
“Shotokan Karate Jutsu.”
Their test consisted of basic combinations, suspended bag
techniques, pre-arranged kumite sets, and the Shotokan katas,
Jion and Kanku Dai. Lastly, they were required to defend
against a series of street attacks that concluded with freestyle
sparring against an opponent wielding a knife. This was the
most critical part of their testing, because self-confidence
comes with the ability to defend oneself in difficult situations.
(An edited version of the thirty minute test can be seen in the
YouTube video, “Nodan Students.”)

Yohan “the bull”

Yakov “the hammer”
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Combination Techniques

Three-step and one-point kumites
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Suspended Bag Techniques

Yakov executes a front kick from a “centered” stance.

He applies 1-2 Timing and the bag caroms off his foot.
This distinguishes a thrust kick from a weaker push.
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Street Defense

Yohan waits for the attacker to begin his assault.

Timing is critical in defending against moving attacks.
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Free sparring against an armed opponent

Yohan and Yakov receive black belts and pose with the judges.
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The 2000s
In late 1999, I received another request for private selfdefense instruction from a former high school track athlete,
who had previously trained in the martial arts. Since there
were only two of us, I was his practice partner for five years.
Jason was a capable martial artist and practicing with him,
along with flexible makiwara training, kept me strong in
karate into my late fifties.
During the last year teaching Jason, I purchased a video
camera and began filming a series of breaking experiments
that would provide evidence of “one strike” power. My
intentions were to use the demonstrations as a backdrop for a
dvd warning practitioners not to seek enlightenment through
their martial arts, as I had. At that time, I created my Nodan
character as a disguise to conceal my identity, in order to
protect certain people who would not want to be associated
with my past occult activities.
I chose the name “no dan” (Nodan), as an English
wordplay with the Japanese expression, “no dan,” which
means, “pertaining to rank.” Thus, as a make-believe karate
master, Nodan has “no rank.” For a costume, I bought a long
beard and mustache and a pair of fake, black rimmed glasses
from a joke shop. To complete the disguise, I created a
speaking voice that was unrecognizable, even to my family
and friends. This was accomplished using a soft, high pitched
voice with a non-descript accent.
The beard and mustache proved a constant annoyance,
because they had to be attached using “spirit gum,” a sticky
adhesive that makeup artists use, and which I found to be
especially unpleasant to remove. In addition, the explosive
nature of the karate techniques caused the beard and mustache
to require constant readjusting.
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“Tode” Sakugawa
(1733-1815)

Nodan
(“no rank” master)

Nodan was inspired by Sakugawa, who is believed
by many to be the first Okinawan karate teacher.

After filming the breaking experiments, I purchased my
first computer and signed up for a ten week video editing
class at the Adult Evening Program. The course was taught
by a sixteen year old student, who had been busted for
hacking into his high school’s computer. His punishment was
to teach us older computer illiterates how to use a Roxio
storyboard editing program. As a beginner with no computer
experience, I faced many obstacles, but finally succeeded in
producing an unmistakably third-rate dvd, which I had
manufactured by CustomFlix.
The critics rightly savaged my effort, calling it “cheesy”
and pointing to the “awful” acting and poor production values
(my camera had only one pixel resolution). They recognized
the power in the techniques, but I failed to get my point
across. Most reviewers did not even realize that Nodan’s
buffoonish persona was a parody of my misguided quest to
become a “great” karate master, while others found the dvd
hysterically funny, because it was so outrageously bad!
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Adding insult to injury, my anonymity generated false
speculation about Nodan on the internet, most of which was
negative. And one website went so far as to post bogus
pictures of the “real” Nodan!
My dvd was an epic fail and I concluded that Nodan and
my message were “dead.” Five years later, however, Nodan
was serendipitously “resurrected” after I discovered the
existence of YouTube, which presented a second chance to
use my Nodan tapes. This time, I wisely hired a professional
videographer to help me edit videos for the nodankarate
channel, which began posting in 2009.
My DVD (c. 2004)
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In 2011, I published a detailed account of my occult
experiences entitled, The Power of The Way: A Spiritual
Journey. Like my dvd, the book failed to effectively
communicate my warning and has since been discontinued
and replaced in 2016 by the first edition of the present
volume, Nodan Karate: The Five Principles.
My first book (c. 2011)
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Flexible Makiwara
When I began teaching Yohan and Yakov, they were both
avid guitar players, so I fabricated a flexible makiwara to help
protect their hands from injuries. The traditional Okinawan
makiwara has a hard striking surface and limited flexibility,
and frequent users can develop thick calluses and bone
calcifications on their hands and feet that can lead to joint
problems later in life. Since calluses are not essential for
effective street defense, I padded the flexible indoor striking
post with layers of soft rubber to further minimize the risk for
injuries. Over time, the flexible post proved to be a safe and
efficient tool for forging “one strike” techniques.
For instructions on building a flexible indoor makiwara
and board holder from materials found in home improvement
centers, see the YouTube video, “Nodan Makiwara.”

My flexible post was made from two 1x6 inch wide pine boards. The
rubber padding was attached using a mending bracket and fender
washers and the base was cut from a ¾ inch thick sheet of plywood.
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Post Holder

This post holder was built with 2x4s and framing
brackets and attached to base with 4 inch bolts.

Board Holder

Board holder was made from ¾ inch plywood
and cut to fit the curve of a suspended bag. It
was attached with heavy duty bungie cords.
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The Twofold Gaze
As already noted, the first time I trained with Sensei he
used the twofold gaze as a combat technique to thwart any
attack I may have been considering. In his classic work on
strategy, A Book of Five Rings, the celebrated 17th century
samurai, Miyamoto Musashi (1584-1645), gives detailed
instructions on how to properly perform the gaze:
“The gaze should be large and broad. This is the twofold gaze
‘Perception and Sight’. Perception is strong and sight weak.
In strategy it is important to see distant things as if they
were close and to take a distanced view of close things. It is
important in strategy to know the enemy’s sword and not to
be distracted by insignificant movements of his sword. You
must study this. The gaze is the same for single combat and
for large-scale strategy.
It is necessary in strategy to be able to look to both sides
without moving the eyeballs. You cannot master this ability
quickly. Learn what is written here…”6
I have found that the gaze is especially useful when
defending against moving armed assaults, because it enables
me to see the larger picture and not be distracted by sudden
feints by my opponent. With a mind devoid of anticipation, I
can better perceive my adversary’s strength and intention.
The gaze can have a disorienting effect on an opponent,
because it offers no opening for attack. The martial proverb,
“the tiger’s claw has no place to enter,” is an apt metaphor for
the gaze’s potential to discourage an attack.
During his lifetime, Musashi reportedly killed most of his
opponents in more than sixty duels. According to legend,
after concluding he had become invincible, Miyamoto retired
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to a cave and practiced Zen meditation, until he reached
enlightenment and wrote A Book of Five Rings, which
became the philosophical underpinning for Sensei’s martial
arts. I was especially influenced by the fifth ring, “The Book
of the Void,” that concludes, “In the void is virtue, and no
evil. Wisdom has existence, principle has existence, the Way
has existence, spirit is nothingness.”7
My personal experience in the void, however, contradicts
Musashi’s conclusion, because I did exist as a disembodied
consciousness and spirit, forever bound to an eternal “now”
beyond space and time.

Musashi’s self-portrait shows the gaze.
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Nodan Videos
Nodan Karate (20:01)
Comprehensive overview of The Five Principles
and “one strike” street defense applications

Nodan Five Principles (8:41)
A concise summary of The Five Principles

Nodan Self-Defense (4:07)
“One strike” self-defense applications against a
variety of armed and unarmed street assaults

Nodan Makiwara (4:52)
Instructions on building a flexible
indoor makiwara and board holder

Who is Nodan? (1:59)
A short summary of Nodan Karate
with breaking and self-defense
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Nodan Students (3:46)
Edited version of 30 minutes black belt test
for Nodan’s students, Yohan and Yakov

Nodan Board Testing (3:51)
Nodan establishes a uniform standard of
board strength for breaking experiments

Nodan Katas (2:44)
The Five Principles are applied to one
kata from three different striking arts

Nodan Dagger Form (2:19)
The Five Principles are applied to a Chinese
form, along with ten defense applications

Nodan Teacher (1:23)
Nodan’s karate teacher, Quan Li,
performs Heian IV and Heian V
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